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Introduction 
 

Welcome to the This French Life free ebook, I hope you enjoy reading it and 
find it a useful reference. 
 
Firstly let me give you an idea of what you will find. 
 
There is a guide to the buying process in France from the initial stages, the 
signing of the final deed to the registration of your property. 
 
You will also find an interview with a UK born woman, who has lived in France 
for over 20 years, and now helps guide Brits through the buying process in the 
Dordogne. 
 
Other articles include how to open a bank account in France, understanding 
your chequebook, useful phrases to help you with your French and links to 
sites of interest. 
 
And remember if you find the ebook useful forward it on to a friend. 
 
I hope you enjoy living life the French way… 
 
 
Craig McGinty 
 
 
Other websites: 
 
http://www.frenchpropertybuying.co.uk/  
 
http://www.thisfrenchlifeshop.com/  
 
http://www.thisfrenchforum.com/  
 
http://www.thisfrenchcarhire.com/  
 

http://www.frenchpropertybuying.co.uk/
http://www.thisfrenchlifeshop.com/
http://www.thisfrenchforum.com/
http://www.thisfrenchcarhire.com/
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Buying your dream home 
 
 
See a lawyer first 
Before you even look at a house in France it will save you a lot of time and 
money if you speak to a lawyer. 
 
Only UK lawyers who specialise in dealing with French property will be able to 
start you off on a smooth route. 
 
Some of the first things you could deal with are: 
 

• Considering French inheritance laws who should own the property 

• How to handle conversion of monies 

• Setting up a mortgage if required 

• Sorting out tax issues, investments or retirement issues 
 
The lawyer will also have a knowledge of the latest rules and regulations, be 
able to recommend estate agents, architects and other contacts in the area. 
 
Before employing a lawyer get quotations in writing and ensure they are easy 
to contact should you need to, especially if you are in the middle of France 
somewhere. 
 
 
The role of the notaire 
In France the processing of the paperwork involved in buying and selling a 
house is handled by a notaire. 
 
These are authorised by the Ministry of Justice and must follow a strict code 
of conduct as well as have a financial guarantee covering money in his 
keeping temporarily. 
 
They represent neither the buyer nor seller of a property, their job is to ensure 
all the papers are handled correctly and that all state taxes are paid upon 
completion. 
 
The notaire is usually involved in the signing of the preliminary contract and 
upon completion of the deed of sale – ensuring they are drawn up correctly. 
 
He also arranges for the registration of the sale at the land registry. 
 
His fee is fixed by law, normally 1-1.5 per cent of the price. 
 
Importantly his job is not to verify or guarantee the accuracy of statements 
made in a contract or protect against any fraud. 
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The different preliminary purchase contracts 
If you have found the property you want the first stage in a purchase is the 
signing of a preliminary contract. 
 
The three main documents which you may cross each have very different 
legal consequences, so again legal advice should be sought to see if it is in 
your best interest. 
 
The Offer to Buy (Offre d’Achat) is a written offer from the buyer to the seller 
that they want to purchase the property at a stated price and within a stated 
period. 
 
The Promise to Sell (Promesse de Vente) is a mirror image of the Offre 
d’Achat whereby the seller promises to sell at a certain price inside a certain 
time. 
 
Not surprisingly most legal advisors would not be happy dealing with either of 
these contracts. 
 
Just making a verbal enquiry about the price and the possibility of a sale 
would be safer option. 
 
The preferred route is the production of a bilateral contract of sale 
(Compromis de Vente) that commits both parties to the sale. 
 
This binds the seller of a property to sell at a stated price to a stated person 
under the terms set out.  And the buyer must buy. 
 
This is by far the most binding of agreements so it is vital legal advice is taken 
to ensure it contains all the terms to protect your interests. 
 
It is also at this point that the buyer must pay a deposit of approximately 10 
per cent of the purchase price. 
 
It is usually made to the notaire, occasionally the estate agent who must be 
bonded, via bank-to-bank transfer. 
 
The deposit will only be refunded if strict conditions are met, so if you do 
withdraw you will lose the money. 
 
Make sure you know the exact terms of the return or forfeiture of your deposit. 
 
Also at this point conditional clauses (clauses/conditions suspensives) can be 
inserted to ensure the validity of the contract. 
 
The conditions are often inserted to protect the buyer and seller should events 
beyond their control occur, but if the two parties agree almost anything can be 
placed in the preliminary contract. 
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Naturally this could include a range of subjects, but often the most common 
are: 
 

• Clauses about any mortgage applied for (the Loi Scrivener) 

• Planning permissions and permits are obtained 

• A satisfactory building survey or inspection 

• Pre-emptive rights or restrictions on the land are clear 
 
The contract should also include routine elements: 
 

• Both parties names should be stated clearly and completely 

• A date for when possession of the property takes place 

• A receipt for any deposit paid 

• The price is fixed 
 
If you have agreed to the signing of the preliminary contract you will have to 
provide details of your civil status to the notaire. 
 
Although in UK eyes this may appear a little bit too much detail it is required to 
ensure the French inheritance laws are satisfied. 
 
So you will need to provide your passport, birth certificate, marriage or divorce 
certificate, or if widowed a death certificate, and a copy of a utility bill to prove 
your current residence. 
 
 
Completion of the sale 
Before the final deed of sale (Acte de Vente) is signed ensure you have your 
full monies in place and that all the clauses/conditions suspensives have been 
satisfied. 
 
Also ensure you receive a draft of the deed of sale so that your lawyer is able 
to look over it and ensure everything is as require. 
 
The act of completing the sale involves the signing of the deed of sale, 
transferring the legal ownership, any payment of the balance, fees, taxes and 
duties made. 
 
The signing of the deed usually takes place in the notaire’s office where both 
parties are present.  This can be a time consuming process as each individual 
point is covered and agreed upon.  If your French is not very good it would be 
advisable to have someone there to advise you. 
 
Once the Acte de Vente is signed the registration of the property is carried 
out.  You should receive a certificate from the land registry via the notaire 
together with his final statement outlining where your money went. 
 
Once the deed is signed you also need to remember that it is important to 
register services, insurances and local details in your name. 
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Book Review: Straight from the horse’s mouth 
WHEN buying a French property it sometimes helps to be reassured by the 
experience of others. 
 
And interviews with people who have bought a place in France are one of the 
main features in this book. 
 
The French Property Buyer’s Handbook, by Natalie Avella, provides a range 
of useful information covering everything from tax to notaires; solar power to 
car insurance. 
 
But it is the interviews that provide something a little different from the many 
books that are out there on buying a French property. 
 
There are more than ten extensive articles with people who share their 
experiences of working with the Mairie, buying a farm and getting to know the 
neighbours. 
 
They tell of the good times for example, when a family opened its door to the 
local villagers just after they moved in and they have soon become part of the 
community. 
 
But others also share the bad times, including the collapse of a marriage that 
saw the husband leave France and the wife stay to forge her own career. 
 
The sections of the book that deal with purchasing a property are extensive 
and offer advice on buying older property, apartments and even self-build. 
 
Many websites are featured alongside contact details, some have a brief 
explanation of the site whilst others do not, so it will be up to you to take a 
look at it and decide its usefulness. 
 
There is also an extensive Appendix that gives statistics and a description of 
the regions of France, plus a glossary of property terms and the dates of 
public holidays. 
 
This book is one of the most up to date of its type as it was published this 
year, which is vital when considering buying a book about French property. 
 
Contents: 
1. It's a big decision - what to 
consider first  
 
2. Overview of the French property 
market  
 
3. Choosing an area  
4. What type of property? 
Old property 
New property 

Apartments 
Shared ownership 
Timeshare 
Renting 
5. Building your own house 
Architects 
Land 
Planning permission 
Builders 
Types of contract 
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Using a master of works 
Employing tradespeople 
Building an environmentally friendly 
property 
Building a swimming pool 
Builders merchants and DIY shops 
 
6. How to find that perfect property 
The internet 
Estate agents 
Notaires 
UK-based agents 
Personal property searchers 
Classifieds 
Auctions 
 
7. The property transaction 
Surveys 
Contracts and conveyancing 
Fees 
Mortgages 

 
8. Moving in 
 
9. Living in France 
Visa requirements 
Banks 
Tax 
Inheritance 
Social Security 
Learning French 
Children’s education 
Energy in France 
Cars 
Taking pets abroad 
Holiday home swapping 
 
10. Working in France 
Running a gite or B&B 
Employment in France 
 
Appendices 

 
Paperback. 440 pages. Review date Aug 2004. 
More books about living in France at http://www.thisfrenchlifeshop.com/  
 
 
Inside a French estate agent’s office 
Tracy Ravard brings people’s dreams to life by helping English buyers find 
their ideal home in the Dordogne. 
 
UK-born Tracy works for the estate agency in Villefranche du Périgord and 
guides purchasers through the red tape of buying a home in the region. 
 
And she is only too aware of the growing demand for a dream home in the 
heart of the countryside. 
 
“There has definitely been a shift upwards in the price of a home in the last 
two years, with the lower end starting at €100,000,” said 38 year old Tracy. 
 
“I’ve also seen a change in what people are looking for as well with many 
younger couples looking for a gîte alongside their house so they can earn an 
income. 
 
“But you are looking at about €300,000 for a place like that.” 
 
Tracy has lived in France for over 20 years, and even toured the country in a 
rock band playing bass guitar, but with the rock and roll days behind her she’s 
turned to bricks and mortar. 
 

http://www.thisfrenchlifeshop.com/
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As the only English-speaking employee in the office if an enquiry comes from 
the UK it falls on her desk to deal with. 
 
“It is a very different system in France than in the UK so I’m there to help them 
put in an offer, translate their first deeds and then complete the sale,” 
explained Tracy. 
 
“One thing different is that you don’t need a survey doing like the UK, the 
French believe if it’s been stood for two hundred years it must be fine. 
 
“However I do work with an architect who will do a report on a property if the 
purchaser wants that. 
 
“But I also advise people about getting their telephone hooked up, how to get 
the electric turned on, opening a bank account, all sorts of things.” 
 
Tracy also keeps in touch with changes in regulations including the recent 
requirement that homes have to be treated for termites, have lead pipes 
changed and asbestos replaced before they can be sold. 
 
But what is it about this area of the southern Dordogne that makes people 
take the leap across to find their home here? 
 
“The countryside is a real pull for people with a different pace of life, society is 
definitely more family orientated and the chance for some lovely weather from 
spring to autumn,” smiled Tracy.  (Written January 2004) 
 
 
Cutting currency risk 
IF you have found your ideal property in France and have agreed a price then 
you are susceptible to currency exchange rate fluctuations.  
 
Movements in the foreign exchange market can have a real impact, for 
example the range in 2003 for Sterling against the Euro was 1.58 to 1.37, or 
13.3%.  
 
This means that a property costing E158,000 might have cost anything 
between £100,000 and £115,328 - a marked difference.  
 
But there are steps you can take to control the risks involved.  
 
There are many financial organizations that can convert your sterling into 
euros, and your bank is unlikely to give you the best rate.  
 
Specialist currency dealers will often significantly better your bank's rate 
ensuring you receive the commercial rate as opposed to the tourist rate.  
 
Luke Percy is an account manager at SGM-Foreign Exchange, a London 
based currency dealer.  
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He said: "As soon as you have made the decision to buy in a different 
currency you will have an exposure to the currency markets that constantly 
fluctuate.  
 
"What is important is that this issue is addressed as early as possible to 
ensure that any extra cost is not needlessly incurred.  
 
"I'll use an example to illustrate the point."  
 
Case Study: Mr and Mrs Featherstone had been considering moving to 
France for some time so when a job opportunity came up, they took the 
plunge and decided to move with their two children.  
 
In January 2003, they placed their house in London on the market and 
calculated that they would have around £250,000 available to purchase a new 
home in France.  
 
The Featherstone's soon had their house in the UK under offer, and having 
seen the details of a number of potentially suitable properties in the 
Dordogne, the Featherstone's travelled to France to view them.  
 
Having looked at the exchange rate before leaving home, they used (a then) 
conservative rate of 1.45 (against a market rate around 1.48, or the estate 
agent's suggestion of 1.50) and established that they could spend around 
E365,000.  
 
In March they found a suitable house, and signed a contract to secure it. 
Shortly after their return to England, Mrs Featherstone contacted SGM-FX to 
find out more about arranging the foreign exchange aspect of their purchase.  
 
The main concern for the Featherstone's was to avoid the risk that the 
exchange rate would move adversely, before they had completed on the 
French property. This would at best cost them money or at worst cause them 
to lose their property.  
 
The Featherstone's did not delay and first of all booked the deposit of E36,250 
with SGM-FX which was booked at a rate of 1.4610 (compared to their bank's 
rate of 1.4435).  
 
At the same time they also bought 'forward' the balance of E326,250 to 
coincide with their completion date at the end of June.  
 
The Featherstone's motivation was to avoid risk, and their decision meant that 
they were not exposed to the subsequent drop in the exchange rate from 
March to June, from around 1.48 to 1.38.  
 
In real terms the total saving was £12,640 or around 5% of the property's 
value.  
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Luke explained: "It is worth remembering that the market could have moved 
the other way, but the most important thing is to eliminate risk and to know 
exactly how much your overseas property will cost.  
 
"The last thing that Mr and Mrs Featherstone wanted was the risk of a 
currency movement on £250,000 in the foreign exchange market with no 
ability to influence the outcome."  
 
By 'forward buying' your euros you are agreeing with the currency dealer a 
price that is essentially today's price, but that will allow you to use your money 
at a future date.  
 
The main attraction of forward buying is not the possible gain you might enjoy, 
but the certainty you have.  
 
You will know the exact costs involved and therefore will not be constantly 
checking currency values, which is a 24-hour business. 
 
To find out more visit:  http://www.thisfrenchlife.com/currency  
 
 
Opening a French bank account 
If you are staying in France for any length of time you will want to open a bank 
account. 
 
It is not a difficult task and the French banking system is quick and efficient, 
requiring very little on your part. 
 
A simple current account, compte de cheques or compte courant, can be 
opened with proof of identity, such as a passport, address details, a phone 
number if you have one and €20 to deposit straight away. 
 
I took along a recent print out of my UK account, my UK cheque book, birth 
certificate and even four passport photographs – I did not need them. 
 
You will receive your chequebook, which are used all the time in France, as 
well as a debit card with a PIN number about a week later. 
 
The French system requires you to provide a form of photo ID when writing a 
cheque and you will be asked to enter your PIN number if you use your card. 
 
And remember never go overdrawn, you will be blacklisted if you do not put 
funds into your account within 30 days. 
 
Internet banking is also available on many accounts, but there is often a 
monthly charge or a charge every time you access your details, check your 
papers. 
 
 
 

http://www.thisfrenchlife.com/currency
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Understanding your French cheque book 
At last it had arrived, the post woman delivered my chequebook and I was 
now a member of the financial world. 
 
Or so I thought, because the layout of a cheque was a lot different than a UK 
one, so where was I to start? 
 
There were no instructions in the back of the book, just more confusing forms 
so it was time to search through my books and dictionary to sort it out. 
 
Firstly on the right hand side is a € sign and a faint box where the value of the 
cheque is written in numerals. 
 
Remember the number 7 is crossed in Europe so that it is not confused with a 
number 1. 
 
Then on the left hand side there will be a short sentence saying ‘Payez contre 
ce chèque’, and here you write the value in words. 
 
Beneath this there will be a ‘a’ where you write the payee name (or moi-même 
when cashing a cheque). 
 
Something not seen in the UK is a section on the cheque to write the location 
of the place where it was written. 
 
This is beneath the box where you wrote the value in numbers and usually 
says ‘Fait à’.  Then below that there is a line for the date. 
 
And in the bottom right hand corner there is a space for you to write your 
signature. 
 
For your own records the chequebook stub runs across the top, where you 
can keep a record of who you’ve paid, what for, the date and the amount. 
 
Each cheque will also feature your address as well as all the necessary 
financial details. 
 
 
Simple rules of the road 
DRIVING around France can be a real pleasure compared to the clogged 
roads of the UK if you remember a few key points. 
 
Before you head across to France make sure you know exactly what cover 
you have from your current insurance company. 
 
Also if you are a member of a breakdown scheme see if it can be extended to 
cover you whilst away, it could prove invaluable. 
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If you are driving a right hand drive car in France make sure you have 
converted the headlights with the stick-on filters you can buy from any good 
car spares shop. 
 
Make sure you do this before driving in France either on the ferry or train for 
example and make sure you take them off when you are immediately back in 
the UK. 
 
The minimum driving age is 18, driver and all passengers must wear seat 
belts and children under 10 must ride in the back seat. 
 
Use full or dipped headlights, as in the UK, in poor visibility and at night but 
your sidelights only when the car is stationary. 
 
It is also a good idea to have a complete spare bulb kit, a red warning triangle 
in case you have to stop and a fire extinguisher. 
 
Speed limits are clearly signposted at the roadside and they are: 
Built-up areas 50kph (31mph) 
Ordinary roads 90kph (56mph) 
Toll-free autoroutes and dual carriageways 110kph (68mph) 
Toll autoroutes 130kph (81mph) 
 
There are many roundabouts close to towns and you must slow down and 
give way to the vehicles already on the roundabout. 
 
And despite the French love for fine wine the drink drive regulations are 
stricter than the UK with the limit set at 50mg per 100ml of blood. 
 
When you buy fuel look for petrol stations at supermarkets, as they are much 
cheaper than regular ones. 
 
Car hire services are also available from many towns, cities and airports to 
find suitable locations visit, http://www.thisfrenchcarhire.com/  
 
 
Useful information 
To call France from the UK dial 0033 (international code plus France country 
code) then area code (eg for Paris = 1) and an eight-figure number. 
 
Post offices are marked with a yellow or brown sign saying 'La Poste' or 'Les 
PTT' and open from 8am or 8.30am to 5pm or 6pm in the cities on weekdays, 
and Saturdays from 8am until noon. 
 
In provincial areas opening hours are often later, around 9am, with a two-hour 
break for lunch and closing times of around 4.30pm.  
 
The normal opening hours for shops are Tuesday to Saturday from 9am (or 
10am) to 7pm. 
 

http://www.thisfrenchcarhire.com/
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Midday closing is traditionally a two-hour break for lunch, taken sometime 
between noon and 3pm, although many shops and supermarkets in larger 
towns and cities now open continuously.  
 
Sunday opening is uncommon in France. 
 
Banks generally open from 8am or 9am, close between 11.30 and 1, and 
open again until around 5pm, Monday to Friday, or Tuesday to Saturday, but 
opening times may vary. 
 
 
Improving your French 
THANKS to the internet the chance to brush up on your French language 
skills is just a few clicks away. 
 
One of the best ways to learn a language is to listen to the radio and Radio 
France http://www.radiofrance.fr/ is worth checking out. 
 
There are a variety of stations to listen to with news, interviews and music all 
available and the site is clearly laid out. 
 
Look out for a link titled ecouter le direct that pops up a small window allowing 
you to listen to live broadcasts. 
 
For those who want to work on their written French reading the news can be a 
great help and France Yahoo has plenty to get your teeth into.  
http://fr.news.yahoo.com  
 
You can also track down many older texts that have been made publicly 
available online. 
 
A useful site is the L'Association des bibliophiles Universels http://abu.cnam.fr 
which has a good collection of books. 
 
Here you will find the French classics from Emile Zola, Victor Hugo and 
Balzac as well as other authors including Karl Marx and Darwin. 
 
The books are chopped up into manageable pages, a few paragraphs at a 
time, and the text is clear to read and won’t strain your eyes too much. 
 
And you can even get a reminder that you should be working on your 
language skills thanks to the French Word of the Day site  
(http://www.french-word-a-day.com). 
 
Each day you get an email and an explanation of that day’s word, recently you 
will have found out that ‘trouvaille’ means a lucky find. 
 
All these sites are free to access and are a good place to learn French outside 
of the classroom or textbook. 
 

http://www.radiofrance.fr/
http://fr.news.yahoo.com/
http://abu.cnam.fr/
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Useful phrases and words 
 

THE BASICS, UNDERSTANDING AND THE WEATHER 
 
Hello: Bonjour  

 
Goodbye: Au revoir  

 
Please: S'il vous plait  

 
Thank you: Merci  

 
Excuse me: Pardon  

 
Good night: Bonne nuit  

 
See you soon: A bientot 

 
Yes: Oui  

 
No: Non  

 
OK: D'accord  

 
I understand a little: Je 
comprends un peu  

 

Please speak more slowly: Parlez 
plus lentement, s'il vous plait  

 
I don't understand: Je ne 
comprends pas   

 
Please repeat: Repetez, s'il vous 
plait  

 
Excuse me: Pardon  

 
Do you speak English?: Parlez-
vous anglais  

 
What's the weather like today?: 
Quel temps fait-il aujourd'hui  

 
It's cold: Il fait froid  

 
Warm: Chaud  

 
 

THE TIME AND DATE 
 
What time is it?: Quelle heure est-
il   

 
It's two o'clock: Il est deux heures   

 
Two-fifteen: Deux heures et quart   

 
Two-thirty: Deux heure et demie  

 
Two forty-five: Trois heures moins 
le quart   

 
Three-ten: Trois heures dix   

 
Two-fifty: Trois heures moins dix   

 
It's midnight: Il est minuit  

 
Noon: Midi   

 
Monday: Lundi   

 
Tuesday: Mardi   

 
Wednesday: Mercredi   

 
Thursday: Jeudi   

 
Friday: Vendredi   

 
Saturday: Samedi   

 
Sunday: Dimanche   

 
January: Janvier   

 
February: Fevrier   

 
March: Mars  

 
April: Avril   
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May: Mai   

 
June: Juin   

 
July: Juillet   

 
August: Aout   

 

September: Septembre   

 
October: Octobre  

 
November: Novembre  

 
December: Decembre 

NUMBERS 
 
Zero: Zero  

 
One: Un   

 
Two: Deux  

 
Three: Trois  

 
Four: Quatre  

 
Five: Cinq 

 
Six: Six  

 
Seven: Sept  

 
Eight: Huit  

 
Nine: Neuf  

 
Ten: Dix  

 
Eleven: Onze  

 
Twelve: Douze  

 
Thirteen: Treize  

 

Fourteen: Quatorze  

 
Fifteen: Quinze  

 
Sixteen: Seize  

 
Seventeen: Dix-sept  

 
Eighteen: Dix-huit  

 
Nineteen: Dix-neuf  

 
Twenty: Vingt  

 
Twenty one: Vingt et 
un  

 
Twenty two: Vingt-
deux   

 
Thirty: Trente 
  
Thirty one: Trente et 
un   
 
Forty: Quarante  

 
Fifty: Cinquante   

 
Sixty: Soixante  

 
Seventy: Soixante-di  

 
Seventy one: 
Soixante et onze  

 
Seventy two: 
Soixante-douze   

 
Eighty: Quatre-
vingts  

 
Eighty one: Quatre-
vingt-un  

 
Ninety: Quatre-vingt-
dix  

 
One hundred: Cent  

 
One thousand: Mille  

 
One million: Un 
million  
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ASKING QUESTIONS, DIRECTIONS AND TRAVEL 
 
Who?: Qui?  

 
What?: Quoi?   

 
Why?: Pourquoi?   

 
When?: Quand?   

 
Where?: Ou?  

 
Where is...?: Ou est...?  

 
How?: Comment?   

 
How much is it?: C'est combien? 
 
Where is the nearest bank?: Ou 
est la banque la plus proche?  

 
Is there a currency exchange 
office nearby?: Y a-t-il un bureau 
de change pres d'ici?  

 
I'd like to change some pounds: 
Je voudrais changer des livres  

 
How much is the pound worth?: 
Combien vaut la livre?  

 
Can I change travellers 
cheques?: Est-ce que je peux 
changer des cheques de voyage?  
 
Do you have a map of the city?: 
Avez vous un plan de la ville? 

 
How far is it?: C'est a quelle 
distance?  

 
It's straight ahead: C'est tout droit  

 
Turn left: Tournez a gauche   

 
Right: A droite   

  
Where is the nearest metro 
(underground) station?: Ou est la 
station de metro la plus proche?  

 
Where's the nearest bus stop?: 
Ou est l'arret de bus le plus 
proche?   

 
Where is the train station?: Ou 
est la gare?  

 
What is the fare to...?: Quel est le 
prix du billet pour...?  

 
I'd like a ticket to...: Je voudrais 
un billet pour...  

 
When is the next train/bus to...?: 
A quelle heure part le prochain 
train/bus pour...?  

 
When does the train/bus 
for...leave/arrive?: A quelle heure 
part/arrive le train/bus pour…?  

 
Which platform for the train 
to...?: De quel quai part le train 
pour...? 
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Links and sites of French interest 
 
French Embassy in the UK: 
http://www.ambafrance.org.uk/ 
 
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs:  
http://www.diplomatie.fr/frmonde/languef/formation/index.html 
 
French Tourist Board (UK): 
http://www.franceguide.com/ 
 
France @ la carte: 
http://www.francealacarte.org.uk 
 
French Institute in London: 
http://www.institut.ambafrance.org.uk/ 
 
Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry: 
http://www.ccip.fr/ 
 
Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport: 
http://www.adp.fr 
 
Alliance Francaise de Paris: 
http://www.alliancefr.org 
 
Alliance Francaise in the UK: 
http://www.alliancefrancaise.org.uk 
 
TV5: 
http://www.tv5.org/  
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